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Dragalia lost wiki facilities

Adventurers Tier List Dragons Simulator Guides News Email updates for Dragalia Lost. Sign up for other newsletters here. Clare Locke LLP, 10 Prince Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 | 202-628-7400 | Ge Mission Statement and Value Page 2i.redd.it/yvmta2... The buildings are structures that can be built in the castle floor of Halidoma. They are divided into
five categories: General, Production, Adventurer, Dragon and Decorative. General capabilities expand capacity. Production facilities provide resources over time. Adventurous capabilities increase the stand of adventurers with their element. Dragon capabilities enhance the state dragons with their element. Decorative facilities are strictly cosmetic. Facilities
that are limited to events provide a normal stat boost, as well as a special capability that is only effective for the duration of their event. At the end of the event, their special ability disappears. The construction or upgrading of the building puts it in the works. Construction can only happen when smithwyrm is available. Halidom comes with two Smithwyrms, and
3, 4th, and 5th Smithwyrm can be purchased for 250, 400, and 700 Wyrmite or Diamantium, in the upper left corner of the Castle Grounds screen. The objects under construction will still increase the attributes of adventurers and dragons. Objects can also be collected when the object is under construction. Construction can be completed immediately by
spending either Wyrmite or Diamantium, where the required amount depends on the time left until the construction is completed. This amount weighs 1 in 12 minutes or 5 per hour. Alternatively, 1 Hustle Hammer is used for immediate completion of construction regardless of the remaining time. The new players will halve construction times for the first 30
days since they first entered Castle Territory. You can move the space on the castle grounds in the warehouse. All facilities in storage keep their progress at a level, but most will remain active - the exception is production facilities that will not produce resources during storage. Please note that if the building has reached its construction limit, moving to the
warehouse does not allow the construction of this facility. The level of the building is the sum of the level of all buildings except decorative buildings. Smithy levels also contribute to the level of the facility. Increasing the level of the facility is necessary to increase halidom levels. Icon Name Description Summary Size Available Release date Halidoma Euden's
home database. Raise your level to expand the area in which you can build castle facilities. He constantly produces honey tea, an energy drink that recovers endurance. Halid is a castle in Mistholt that was once protected by Cleo, which now serves as Euden's home base. Various facilities can be built on the castle's ground, and the player is free to move
objects on the ground. Different and a certain level of plant is necessary to increase halidom levels. This will expand the area of the castle space, which will allow more space for buildings, which is also a requirement to raise the level of the Forge. From the 1st anniversary produces honey tea, which gives endurance. 4x4 1 Sep 27, 2018 Smithy Smithy, led by
Ramona. Raise your level to expand the range of weapons you can craft. Smithy is a facility located in the castle floor near Halidom. The castle shall be automatically added after the completion of Chapter 2. Smithy can be used to manufacture and enhance weapons of various rarities and groups. 3x3 1 Sep 27, 2018 Icon name Description Summary Size
Available Release date of publication Rupie Mine Facility for mining rupies from the earth. Shipments arrive at regular intervals, providing an excellent source of easy income! Rupie Mine collects rupies at set intervals and stores them to the limit. Note: Objects can still be collected at the current level during the construction of the object. Two Rupie Mines are
readily available, and the 3rd and 4th mine can be built on Player Lv. 22 and 34. 3x3 4 Sep 27, the 2018 Dragontree A tree, which produces three varieties of dragon olet – the preferred dragon snack around the world. Dragontree produces three varieties of dragon's sheep at set intervals and stores them to the limit. Note: Objects can still be collected at the
current level during the construction of the object. We can set it up right after Halidom is discovered. 3x3 1 Sep 27, 2018 Name icons Description Summary Size Available Date of publication Plamen Altar Altar honor the flame. Mana, who was in the house, insouctory, enshiments a fighting spirit that reinforces the ostity of fire-attuned adventurers. The
flamesy altar lifts the state fire-attuned adventurers. The first and second flame altar can be built at the player Lv. 1 and 40. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Water altar altar in honor of the water. Mana, who was in the house, sharpens his mind and thus increases the stale air of water adventurers. The water altar rises to the statue of water adventurers. The first and
second water altar can be built at the player Lv. 6 and 50. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Windy Altar Altar in honor of the wind. Mana, who was in the house, inspires great wisdom that reinforces the statue of windy adventurers. The wind aisles increase the stat's windy adventurers. The first and second blower can be built at the player Lv. 4 and 45. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018
Light altar altar in honor of the light. Mana, who was in the house, illuminates the soul, increases the standing of the light-lit adventurers. The light altar increases to stand the light-attuned adventurers. The first and second Light Altars can be constructed with the player Lv. 10 and 60. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 The Shady Altar Altar in honor of the shadow. Mana,
who is in the house, reveals the hidden powers that enhance the statue of adventurers who are in the shadows. V The altar rises state shadow-attuned adventurers. The first and second Shady Altar can be built with the player Lv. 8 and 55. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Sword Dojo A training area built for the exocysa with sword. Use it to increase the stats of sword
adventures. Sword Dojo is an adventurous object that increases the standing of adventurers who soothe the sword. When chapter 6/4-4 of the main campaign, Diadem of Light, clears, two of each kind of dojo will be added to the adventure tab of the Warehouse under Castle Terrain. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Blade Dojo A training area built to exud your skills with
a blade. Use it to enhance stats with blade-wielding adventures. Blade Dojo is an adventurous object that enhances stand adventurers with a blade. When chapter 6/4-4 of the main campaign, Diadem of Light, clears, two of each kind of dojo will be added to the adventure tab of the Warehouse under Castle Terrain. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Dagger Dojo Training
Area built to exud your skills with a dagger. Use it to increase stats with dagger-wielding adventures. Dagger Dojo is an adventurous object that increases the stand of adventurers with a dagger. When chapter 6/4-4 of the main campaign, Diadem of Light, clears, two of each kind of dojo will be added to the adventure tab of the Warehouse under Castle
Terrain. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Axe Dojo A training area built to exopen your skills with an axe. Use it to increase the stats of adventure with an axe. Axe Dojo is an adventurous object that enhances stand adventurers with an axe. When chapter 6/4-4 of the main campaign, Diadem of Light, clears, two of each kind of dojo will be added to the adventure tab of
the Warehouse under Castle Terrain. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Lance Dojo A training area built to exuding your skills with lance. Use it to enhance the stats of lance-wielding adventures. Lance Dojo is an adventurous object that enhances the stand of adventurers who soothe lance. When chapter 6/4-4 of the main campaign, Diadem of Light, clears, two of each
kind of dojo will be added to the adventure tab of the Warehouse under Castle Terrain. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Bow Dojo A training area, built to exuding skills with a bow. Use it to enhance the stats of bow-wielding adventures. Bow Dojo is an adventurous object that increases stand to bow-wielding adventurers. When chapter 6/4-4 of the main campaign,
Diadem of Light, clears, two of each kind of dojo will be added to the adventure tab of the Warehouse under Castle Terrain. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Wand Dojo A training area built to exud your skills with a stick. Use it to increase the stats of adventure with a stick. Stick Dojo is an adventurous object that enhances the stand of adventurers with a stick. When
chapter 6 / 4-4 of the main campaign, Diadem of Light, clears, two of each type of dojo will be added to the Adventurous tab in the Warehouse under Reasons. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Staff Dojo A training area built to exuding your skills with staff. Use it to increase the stats of staff-wielding adventures. Dojo's staff is an adventurous facility that enhances stand-
staff-wielding adventurers. When chapter 6/4-4 of the main campaign, Diadem of Light, clears, two of each kind of dojo will be added to the adventure tab of the Warehouse under Castle Terrain. 3x3 2 Sep 27, 2018 Manacaster Dojo A training area built to exud its skills with manakaster. Use it to increase the stats of manacaster-wielding adventurers.
Manacaster Dojo is an adventurous object that enhances stand adventurers with manacaster-like viers. When chapter 6/4-4 of the main campaign, Diadem of Light, clears, two of each kind of dojo will be added to the adventure tab of the Warehouse under Castle Terrain. 3x3 2 Sep 25, 2020 Circus Tent A magnificent tent belonging to a talented circus troops.
We have a world of great illusions and blinding performances! Use it to increase the stats of light attuned adventurers. Circus Tent increases the stand of light-attuned adventurers and adds a percentage of damage to all adventurous attacks while at any stage of the event. As an event facility, its stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of
increasing damage is only active during the Dream Big Under the Big Top event. 3x3 1 Jan 15, 2019 Windy Shrine, designed using ore that creates windy me. It gives windy blessings to those who need it. Use it to increase the wind stats of attuned adventurers. The windshield increases the stash of windy adventurers and adds a percentage of damage to all
adventurous attacks while at any stage of the event. As an event facility, its stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of increasing damage is only active during the Event A Wish to the Winds. 3x3 1 Nov 15, 2018 Seabed Stage A stage built to put on a ezzling summer performance that will capture everyone's hearts! Use it to increase the
stats of dagger- and arch-wielding adventurers. Seabed Stage enhances the stat's arch and dagger-wielding adventurers and adds a percentage of the damage increase to all adventurous attacks while at any stage of the event. As an event facility, his stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of increasing damage is only active during the
A Crescendo of Courage event. 3x3 1 Aug 13, 2019 Sweet Retreat Sweet House, made as the center of halidom's entertainment for Halloween, and bound to sip the event. Use it to increase the stats of light attuned adventurers. Sweet Retreat increases the stand of light-attuned adventurers and adds a percentage of damage to all adventurous attacks while
at any stage of the event. As an event facility, its stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of increasing damage is only active during Trick or Treasure! Event. 3x3 1 Oct 17, 2018 Yuletree Festive Tree, Which Serves As dragonyule fun and to bring warmth to the hearts of all. Use it to increase the stats of water attuned adventurers.
Yuletree increases the stand of water adventurers and adds a percentage of damage to all adventurous attacks while at any stage of the event. As an event facility, stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of increasing damage is only active during the miracle Dragonyule event. 3x3 1 Dec 17, 2018 Library Obscura Use it to increase stats
with shade attued adventurers. The Obscura Library increases the number of adventurers who are in the shade, and adds a percentage of damage to all adventurous attacks while at any stage of the event. As the object of the event, its stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but the effect of the increase in damage is only active during the Accursed
Archives event. 3x3 1 Mar 12, 2019 Dragoñata Figura in the shape of a dragon used in Vernal Banquet. Made with hopes that he will bring both victory and peace. Use it to increase the stats of water attuned adventurers. Dragoñata increases the number of adventurers who are in line with water, and adds a percentage of damage to all adventurous attacks
while at any stage of the event. As an event facility, stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of increasing damage is only active during the Event Hunting for Harmony. 3x3 1 Mar 31, 2019 Magma Slime Statue of Magma Slime, awarded to those who are winners in empty battles. The burning flame mana delivers vitality. Use it to increase
the stats of fire-attuned adventurers. The statue of Magma Slime enhances the statue of adventurers who are in flames. It can be obtained from Void Battles Treasure Trade for Void Seed x1. 2x2 1 Feb 22, 2019 Aqua Slime Statue of Aqua Slime, awarded to those who are victorious in empty battles. The pure water mana that we're bringing out is developing
potential. Use it to increase the stats of water attuned adventurers. The statue of Aqua Slime enhances the statue of aquatic attud adventurers. It can be obtained from Void Battles Treasure Trade for Void Seed x1. 2x2 1 Apr 12, 2019 Aero Slime Statue Statue aero slime, awarded to those who are victorious in empty battles. The wind mana that blows
through it is developing potential. Use it to increase the wind stats of attuned adventurers. The statue of Aero Slime enhances the statue of adventurers who are in the wind. It can be obtained from Void Battles Treasure Trade for Void Seed x1. 2x2 1 Jun 12, 2019 Twinkling Slime Statue A statue of a twinkling slime granted tothose who are victorious and in
void battles. The light mana that glitters in this gives wisdom. Use it to increase the stats of light attuned adventurers. Twinkling Slime Statue increases stand light-attuned adventurers. 2x2 1 Sep 12, 2019 Poison Slime Statue Statue of Toxic Mucus, awarded to those who are victorious in empty battles. Still the shadow of man in this sharp mind. Use it to
increase the stats of shadow attuned Statue Shadow Slime enhances the statue of adventurers who are in the shadows. It can be obtained from Void Battles Treasure Trade for Void Seed x1. 2x2 1 Jul 23, 2019 Arctos Memorial Memorabilia inherited from their father, this monument serves to draw attention to my sister's blacksmith. Use it to increase the
stats of fire-attuned adventurers. The Arctos Monument increases the number of adventurers who are on fire and add a percentage of damage to all adventurous attacks while at any stage of the event. As an event facility, his stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of increasing damage is only active during the Flames of Reflection event.
3x3 1 Jul 11, 2019 Flame Tree A mystical tree filled with flame mana and granted new power with the defeat of The Wolf. Use it to increase the stats of fire-attuned adventurers. Flame Tree enhances stat's fire-attuned adventurers. You can get it from Agito Uprising Treasure Trade for Destitute One's Mask Fragment x20. 3x3 1 Dec 26, 2019 The Water Tree
Mystical Tree filled with water and at the defeat of Ayaha &amp; Otoha give new power. Use it to increase the stats of water attuned adventurers. The water tree increases the statue of water adventurers. You can get it from the Agito Uprising Treasure Trade for Soaring Ones' Mask Fragment x20. 3x3 1 Jun 26, 2020 Windy tree filled with windy me and upon
the defeat of Cielle give new strength. Use it to increase the wind stats of attuned adventurers. The windy tree increases the statue of adventurers who are in the wind. It can be obtained from Agito Uprising Treasure Trade to eliminate One's Mask Fragment x20. 3x3 1 Apr 28, 2020 Light tree Mystic tree filled with light me and, upon the defeat of Tartar, give
new power. Use it to increase the stats of light attuned adventurers. The light tree increases to stand the light attuned adventurers. It can be obtained from the Agito Uprising Treasure Store for the remaining Mask Fragment x20. 3x3 1 Aug 28, 2020 Shadow Tree A mystical tree filled with shadow mana and granted new power with the defeat of Kai Yan. Use it
to increase the stats of shadow-attuned adventurers. Shadow Tree increases stand shadow-attuned adventurers. You can get it from Agito Uprising Treasure Trade for Almighty One's Mask Fragment x20. 3x3 1 Feb 28, 2020 The Hungerdome Holy Hall, which is being held by Orichalcum Chef. Use it to increase the stats of blades and rod-wielding
adventurers. The Hungerdome increases stand blades and rod-wielding adventurers and adds a percentage damage increase to all adventurous attacks while at any stage of the event. As an event facility, its stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of increasing damage is only active during the A Dash of Disaster event. 3x3 1 Feb 28,
2020 Festival Stage A Hinomoto style stage used during the festivals. If everyone's dancing around this, they're definitely going to have a good time. Use it to increase stats Adventurers who throw and sing. Festival Stage increases the number of adventurers with sword and with lance-wielding and adds a percentage of damage to the increase of all
adventurous attacks while at any stage of events. As the object of the event, its stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but the effect of the increase in damage is only active during the Rhythmic Resolution event. 3x3 1 Jun 26, 2020 Statue of Ilia Statue of a goddess who fascinates all who see him, filled with the holy me, who is able to clean miasmo.
Use it to increase axe stats and staff-wielding adventurers. The statue of Ilia increases the number of adventurers with an axe and staff and adds percentage damage to all adventurous attacks while at any stage of the event. As an event facility, its stat buffs will persist after the end of the event, but its effect of increasing damage is only active during the
Agents of the Goddess event. 2x2 1 Avg 28, 2020 Opera House Building, where music lovers gather to sit in luxury and enjoy the best operas of the best musicians. Use it to increase the stats of the arch- and manakaster-wielding adventurers. The opera house increases the stand bow and manakaster-wielding adventurers and adds a percentage of the
damage increase to all adventurous attacks while in any of the stage events. 3x3 1 Oct 27, 2020 Name icons Description Summary Size Available Date of publication Plamen Dracolith Monument, made after similarity to dragon flame. He adds a modificate, which is used for injuries when they turn into a dragon that is in flames. Flame Dracolith adds a %
increase in damage to flame dragon attacks. After completion of Chapter 8 on normal difficulty, it may be installed from storage. 2x2 1 Apr 18, 2019 Water Drakolite Monument, made by the resemblance of a water dragon. He adds to the testicles, which are used for injuries when they turn into a water-attued dragon. Water drakolite adds % of the increase in
damage to water dragon attacks. After completion of Chapter 7 on normal problems, it may be placed from storage. 2x2 1 Dec 27, 2018 Windy Drakolit Monument, made by resemblance to a wind dragon. He adds a modificate, which is used for injuries when they turn into a dragon that is in the wind. The windy draccons adds a % increase in damage to the
windshies. After completion of Chapter 6 on normal difficulty, it may be placed from storage. 2x2 1 Sep 27, 2018 Light Dracolith Monument, made by the resemblance of a light dragon. It adds to the modificate, which is used for injuries when they turn into a light-attuned dragon. Light Dracolith adds an X% increase in damage to light dragon attacks. You can
put it out of the repository after the search campaigns for the usual problem have been complete. 2x2 1 Jul 15, 2019 Shadow Dracolith Monument made after similarity of dragon in the shadows. He adds to the testicular, which refers to injuries when he turns into a dragon that is in the shade. Shadow Dracolith adds an X% increase in damage to attacking
dragons in the shadows. It can be installed from the repository after completion of the in normal problems. 2x2 1 Sep 12, 2019 Fafnir Statue (Flame) Proof to overcome Flamewyrm's trial. A statue that is imbued with a flame that strengthens HP and the power of the flames of dragons. The statue of Fafnir (Flame) increases to stand the flame of dragons. It can
be obtained from the Treasure store for Flamewyrm's Greatsphere x30 and Talonstone x10 after completing Brunhilda's High Trial. 3x3 1 Dec 17, 2018 Fafnir Statue (Water) Proof to overcome Waterwyrm's trial. A statue imbued with water that increases HP and the power of water dragons. The statue of Fafnir (Water) increases the statue of water dragons.
This can be obtained from Treasure Trade for Waterwyrm's Greatsphere x30 and Talonstone x10 after completing the high Mercury experiment. 3x3 1 Apr 18, 2019 Fafnir Statue (Wind) Evidence to overcome the Windwyrm trial. A statue that is imbued with wind that strengthens the HP and the power of windy dragons. The Statue of Fafnir (Wind) increases
the statue of windy dragons. It can be obtained from Treasure Trade for Windwyrm's Greatsphere x30 and Talonstone x10 after completing Midgardsormr's High Trial. 3x3 1 Sep 27, 2018 Fafnir Statue (Light) Evidence to overcome the lightwrym trial. A light-imbued statue that increases HP and the power of light dragons. The Statue of Fafnir (Light)
enhances the state of light dragons. You can get it from Treasure Trade for Lightwyrm's Greatsphere x30 and Talonstone x10 after completing Jupiter's High Experiment. 3x3 1 Jul 26, 2019 Fafnir Statue (Shadow) Evidence to overcome the Trial of Shadowwrym. A statue imbued in the shadow that increases HP and the power of the shadows of dragons. The
statue of Fafnir (Shadow) increases the statete of dragons in the shadows. It can be obtained from Treasure Trade for Shadowwyrm's Greatsphere x30 and Talonstone x10 after completing the Zodiac's High Trial. 3x3 1 Sep 19, 2019 Icon name Description Summary Size Available Date of publication Red flowers Bed flowering red flowers. The lasting
symbols of love and passion are often given as gifts. Red flowers can be built immediately after the discovery of Halidom for 300 Rupies. 1x1 5 Sep 27, 2018 Blue Flowers Bed of Flowering Blue Flowers. Once upon a time, when it was thought to be a myth, these good-looking women were now a symbol of hope and wonder. Blue Flowers can be built
immediately after the discovery of Halidom for 300 Rupies. 1x1 5 Sep 27, 2018 Ionifer tree A with needle thin foliage that stays green throughout the winter and can withstand harsh environments. Particle trees can be built immediately after halidom is discovered for 300 Rupies. 1x1 5 Sep 27, 2018 Broadleaf Tree Iconic tree with wide foliage. The standard of
any garden, its layout and health is an indicator of its gardener. Broadleaf Trees can be built immediately after the discovery of Halidom for 300 Rupies. 1x1 5 Sep 27, 2018 Battle Standard Big Flag with intricate embroidery. The soldiers have long been struggling under this symbol to fight for what they believe in. Combat standards can be built immediately
after the discovery of Halidom for 300 Rupies. 5 Sep 27, 2018 Balloon wagon that sells sweet balloons. He's turning to clients looking for a souvenir after the circus. The balloon wagon can be obtained during the Dream Big Under the Big Top event. 1x1 4 Jan 15, 2019 Wishmill Giant Toy Windmill. The wind that feeds it can also contain someone's wishes.
The desire can be obtained during the event Wish of the Winds. 1x1 4 Nov 15, 2018 Palma Magnificent Palm. Plant a pile and create your own tropical paradise! You can get a palm tree during the A Crescendo of Courage event. 1x1 4 Aug 13, 2019 Jack-o'-Lantern Lamp, made by Sylvan, who dug the inside out of the pumpkin, insisted all the time that it
represented his love of the undersoo. At least everyone enjoyed eating the filler. Jack-o'-Lanterns can get between Trick or Treasure! Event. 1x1 4 Oct 17, 2018 Snowdrake Cute Drake from The Snow. Actually, it's so cute that someone casts a spell on it so it doesn't melt. Snowdrake can be obtained during the Dragonyule Miracle event. 1x1 4 Dec 17, 2018
Stand Lectern A designed to read heavy books. Useful if you want to have a good, long read. Lectern can be obtained during the Accursed Archives event. 1x1 4 Mar 12, 2019 Eggy Luca Colourful painted egg. His defiant eyes are, as always, the regasting Luca, who is planning his next joke. You can get Eggy Luca during the Hunt for Harmony event. 1x1 4
Mar 31, 2019 Eggy Sarisse Pisano painted egg. The face has the same charming, energetic eyes as the real Sarisse. You can get Eggy Sarisse during the Hunting of Harmony event. 1x1 4 Mar 31, 2019 Iron Weather Vane Iron Tool indicating wind direction. Made with the best techniques of suing, it moves smoothly in the breeze. The Va. Iron Weather can
be obtained during the Flames of Reflection event. 1x1 4 Jul 11, 2019 Mariti Pumpkin Cute ornament, which has Maritimus in a pumpkin basket. Put them everywhere to really get into the spirit of Halloween! Mariti's pumpkin can be obtained during Trick or Treasure! Event. 1x1 3 Oct 18, 2019 Metall A Metall was liberated from Dr. Wily's control. Even in the
safety of Halidom, he can't hide under his helmet. Maybe it's just a force of habit at the moment? Metall can be obtained during the Mega Man Chaos Protocol event. 1x1 10 Nov 29, 2019 Foodie's Fork Giant trophy-shaped fork awarded to restaurants that serve the best food. The more the restaurant has, the more impressive its reputation is. Foodie's Fork
can be obtained during the A Dash of Disaster event. 1x1 4 Feb 28, 2020 Hinomotoan Fan Kind of a fan who hand it out during festivals. It is used as a tool for dancing, but can also be used to cool down. The Hinomotoan fan can be obtained during the Rhythmic Resolution event. 1x1 1 Jun 26, 2020 Double Bass One of the many instruments played by the
orchestra. Grandiozni low notes, made with a large shape, can slip with ear, but are essential for the sound of the orchestra. Double bass can be obtained during the Phantom's Ransom event. 1x1 1 Oct 27, 2020 2020
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